
HAM WITH SAM

I suggested that modern Software Asset Management (SAM) is not just about recognizing software in your estate and
counting installs, but also understanding the environment in which it is used. There is a convergence in the industry
between software, hardware and configuration.

This is part two of a two-part series on environment recognition. Exactly, and this is a big focus of the new
book. HAM accounts for the hardware provided by the organization, the hardware they bring with them and
the associated software, licensing and cloud resources to which they will have access. The third area effective
HAM can impact is security. Production, Test, Failover etc. If software publishers were only charging for their
software based on installs they would be missing out on significant leaps forward in innovation and value
from the software. Would you say this is a companion work or something completely new? A plaque on the
tomb since erected over the 78 foot long grave site states that Ham, locally revered as a prophet, was buried
there after living years. Interpretationâ€”Making a Difference on Purpose really is a whole new piece of work,
not just a 2nd edition of Environmental Interpretation EI. Since then, Sam has continued to be a leader in our
field, pushing the boundaries of how we think about interpretation as a communications tool. The Talmud
concludes that, in fact, "both indignities were perpetrated. Every chapter of Interpretationâ€”Making a
Difference on Purpose draws on a body of solid research and makes the case for a shift from relying on luck
and intuition to using intelligently applied techniques and purposeful design. HAM plays an especially
important role in building effective SAM by creating hardware visibility across the estate; whether the assets
are known, on-standby, or missing. HAM is critical to getting accurate SAM results especially when licensing
methodologies count assets at a processor or virtual level. According to Samuel, Ham sodomized Noah, a
judgment that he based on analogy with another biblical incident in which the phrase "and he saw" is used:
With regard to Ham and Noah, Genesis 9 reads, "[22] And Ham, the father of Canaan, saw the nakedness of
his father, and told his two brethren without. Environment Recognition Examples The following license
models are examples of high value software that requires much more than simply counting the number of
installs in order to verify compliance: Microsoft SQL Serverâ€” Simply counting the number of installations
of Microsoft SQL Server is not good enough. For more info, Sam can be reached directly via e-mail by
clicking here. If you haven't registered yet please sign up here. Abraham[ edit ] In the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saint s book of Abraham , when it relates the conditions of the Egyptian government, it says in
verse 27 of Chapter 1: "Now, Pharaoh being of that lineage by which he could not have the right of
Priesthood, notwithstanding the Pharaohs would fain claim it from Noah, through Ham, therefore my father
was led away by their idolatry I suggested that modern Software Asset Management SAM is not just about
recognizing software in your estate and counting installs, but also understanding the environment in which it is
used. And Ham, his father, and Cush and Mizraim his brothers said unto him: 'Thou hast settled in a land
which is not thine, and which did not fall to us by lot: do not do so; for if thou dost do so, thou and thy sons
will fall in the land and be accursed through sedition; for by sedition ye have settled, and by sedition will thy
children fall, and thou shalt be rooted out for ever. For instance, interpretive programs for school groups may
be evaluated against state educational curriculum, or you may be trying to influence visitor behavior relating
to litter or feeding wildlife. Readers will find the content to be consistent and familiar, but after the first two
chapters it really takes them into new territory. It gives the name of his wife who also survived the flood as
Na'eltama'uk. Reputational losses are also longer term and can affect the bottom line through fewer customers
and lower stock prices from decreased investor confidence. This approach is also applied to decommissioning
and recommissioning assets. No matter how many inventory and procurement sources the Asset Manager may
be juggling with! Similarly IBM licensing in the datacentre is based on the underlying hardware profile of
devices and processing capacity rather than simple existence of software. Without that understanding, it feels
like a magic trick that defies logical explanation. Now we have 20 years of research in behavioral psychology
and cognitive theory to work with, and the implications for our profession are tremendous. The Talmud
deduces two possible explanations, one attributed to Rab and one to Rabbi Samuel, for what Ham did to Noah
to warrant the curse. These complexities can cause compliance nightmares and increase audit exposure when
something as simple as a single server being upgraded could trigger expensive site-based licensing
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requirements looking at you, Oracle. Emasculating him thus deprived Noah of the possibility of a fourth son.
Losing sensitive data can harm not only the reputation and strategic goals of a company, but also have
significant regulatory risk. It incorporates and improves upon concepts from the first book, and even includes
a familiar face in the form of Ranger Jones! Cursed art thou, and cursed shalt thou be beyond all the sons of
Noah, by the curse by which we bound ourselves by an oath in the presence of the holy judge, and in the
presence of Noah our father. Something went wrong. I knew even as I was putting the finishing touches on the
first book that this was a question that had to be further explored. I think he meant that in a good way. Sam,
this new book has been a long time in the making. Sam's work has taken him throughout the USA and Canada,
and to nearly fifty other countries, where his approach to thematic communication is considered best practice
in a wide variety of communication fields. A key factor in seeing all the software that is in an estate is to first
see all the hardware that exists. Written by Michael Krutikov On the Nov 23, 0 Comments An effective
Software Asset Management SAM practice is just that â€” a working model that incorporates the people,
process and technology an organization needs to contain costs, enable license compliance, identify security
risks and kick-start regulatory compliance such as GDPR. As devices leave organizations, whether through
employees not returning equipment or devices that are lost or stolen, security considerations include not only
the data on that specific device but all the data to which the device has access.


